
                                                       
 
Info Meinblau Projektraum (en) 2018 
PLEASE NOTE THAT WE HAVE NO AVAILABLE SPACE ANYMORE FOR 2018 
THANKS FOR YOUR UNDERSTANING! 
For 2019 we will release a deadline for external proposals in summer of 2018, if 
the Meinblau members decided like this on their summer meeting.  
Please look at the website for this information. 

 
Meinblau Projektraum  
Founded in 1997 on the “Pfefferberg” in Berlin as a project space and studio house for art by 5 artists, 
MEINBLAU provides 125 m2 of exhibition and activity space on two levels while surrounded by 12 
studios, home to the work of 14 artists. The space is being take care of by the artists who work here, 
whether it is independent art initiatives or collectives, the projects taking place at MEINBLAU are 
focused on current discourses and experiments, taking a stance from the commercial art market or the 
political mainstream. Since its EU-funded renovation in April 2005, MEINBLAU has been supporting 
artists and partners from the independent Berlin art scene, including e.g. singuhr projekte  
(www.singuhr.de), and cooperating with international cultural institutions and art schools. Many projects 
could be realised through the kind support of the Pfefferwerk Stiftung (foundation) as well as project 
funding by the culture department of Pankow. As the surrounding neighbourhoods of Prenzlauer Berg 
and Mitte continue to be gentrified, MEINBLAU‘s position as a bulwark of independent art in this district 
is increasing in importance. This position is being embodied through the diversity of projects and art 
shows coming both from up-coming and established artists. MEINBLAU is a member of the Network of 
Free Project Spaces and Initiatives in Berlin; in 2015 we received the Project Space Prize from the 
Senate for Cultural Affairs, Berlin. 
 
 
Before you submit your project 
 
It is good to know that  
>Meinblau is a project space run voluntary (and paid) by 14 artists, there is no 
curatorial censorship - but each project will have to be supported by 2 members of 
Meinblau (basic organisation). That is to guarantee the collaboration with the artists 
who work here.  
>Please keep in mind that we also realize our own projects so that the capacity for 
externals can be limited, the capacity will be decided on the Meinblau summer 
meeting each year, then we set up a deadline for the following year. 
 
 
How to propose a project  
 
In order to review your project proposal there are a few things we will need from you:  
 

- A project title  
- Your project description as a pdf. (2 to 3 pages, incl. pictures) 
- Links to your website(s) or relevant information / material  
- Kind of project /Timeframe (event, exhibition…) 

 



Once we received those information we will need some time to review and share 
them with our members, we will then come back to you.  
Please send proposals to projektraum@meinblau.de 
 
costs 
 
As we pay the rent of the space ourselves and work voluntary for the project space, 
we ask every external project for a solidary contribution personal arrangement, 
funded projects to pay for exhibition maintenance, to be considered in your 
application for funding. 
 
funding 
 
 - If you plan to apply at „Bezirksamt Pankow“ please consult us in time,  
 we can not provide you with a „Spielstättenbestätigung“ (confirmation that you 
 can use the space) if we plan to apply ourselves in that period. 
 - Please note that due to our own projects we can not assist you in 
 fundraising. 
 
What we can do for you 
 

- Prepare the exhibition space (wiped out, white walls)  
- We can organize basic public relations support for your event, through our 

website, facebook, newsletter, Bpigs if material is received in time. 
- We can provide basic technical support only: that means more or less 

hammer and nails. Please bring your own tools and helpers to set up your 
exhibition. 

- We can provide the exhibition surveillance Thurs-Fri, 14-19h. 
 
 
 
PLEASE NOTE: There is no central heating in the hall, so in the cold months 
it would be ok for exhibitions but for events you will have to count a little cost 
for gas catridge heating! 
 
 

meinblau projektraum 
Meinblau.e.V. 
Pfefferberg Haus 5 
Christinenstraße 18-19 
10119 Berlin 
e-mail projektraum@meinblau.de 
www.meinblau.de 


